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ABSTRACT:  

Heart disease is a most harmful one that will cause 

death. It has a serious long term disability. This 

disease attacks a person so instantly. Medical data 

is still information rich but knowledge poor. 

Therefore diagnosing patients correctly on the basis 

of time is an exigent function for medical support. 

An invalid diagnosis done by the hospital leads for 

losing reputation. The precise diagnosis of heart 

disease is the dominant biomedical issue. The 

motivation of this paper is to study various 

techniques used for prediction of heart disease 

using machine learning techniques with neural 

networks that can help remedial situations. 

KEYWORDS: Opinion Mining, Multi-Language, 

NLP, LSTM, BERT and Transformer. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A heart is a vital organ of the human body. 

If a heart does not perform its operation properly, it 

will influence the other organ of the human-like 

kidney, brain, etc. According to the statistical data 

from  

WHO, one-third population worldwide died from 

heart disease; heart disease is found to be the 

leading cause of death in developing countries by 

2017. The heart pumps blood through the blood 

vessels of the circulatory system. Blood provides 

the body with oxygen and nutrients, as well as 

assisting in the removal of metabolic wastes. In the 

event, if blood in the body is insufficient then many 

organs like cerebrum suffer and if heart quits 

working by, death happens inside minutes. Heart 

disease risk factors include: 

• High Cholesterol 

• High blood pressure 

• Diabetics 

• Smoking 

• Consuming too much alcohol 

• Being overweight or obese 

• Family history of coronary illness. 

Heart disease is a grave disease that 

influences the heart's functionality and gives rise to 

complications such as infection of the coronary 

artery and diminished blood vessel function. Heart 

disease patients do not feel sick until the very last 

stage of the disease, and then it is too late because 

the damages have become irretrievable [1]. In the 

past years, sensor networks for healthcare IoT have 

advanced quickly, so it is now possible to 

incorporate instantaneous health data by linking 

bodies and sensors [2]. It is important to diagnose 

patients early by means of ECG. IoT-based heart 

attack detection systems [3] raise privacy and 

security concerns. As mobile devices are possible 

targets for malevolent attacks, more studies are 

needed on safety countermeasures. A fault-tolerant 

algorithm should be developed for a dependable 

IoT system [4]. 

Heart disease (HD) is the critical health 

issue and numerous people have been suffered by 

this disease around the world [5]. The HD occurs 

with common symptoms of breath shortness, 

physical body weakness and, feet are swollen [6]. 

Researchers try to come across an efficient 

technique for the detection of heart disease, as the 

current diagnosis techniques of heart disease are 

not much effective in early time identification due 

to several reasons, such as accuracy and execution 

time [7]. The diagnosis and treatment of heart 

disease is extremely difficult when modern 

technology and medical experts are not available 

[8]. The effective diagnosis and proper treatment 

can save the lives of many people [9]. 

According to the European Society of 

Cardiology, 26 million approximately people of 

HD were diagnosed and diagnosed 3.6 million 

annually [10]. Most of the people in the United 

States are suffering from heart disease [11]. 

Diagnosis of HD is traditionally done by the 

analysis of the medical history of the patient, 

physical examination report and analysis of 
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concerned symptoms by a physician. But the 

results obtained from this diagnosis method are not 

accurate in identifying the patient of HD. 

Moreover, it is expensive and computationally 

difficult to analyze [12]. Thus, to develop a 

noninvasive diagnosis system based on classifiers 

of machine learning (ML) to resolve these issues. 

Expert decision system based on machine learning 

classifiers and the application of artificial fuzzy 

logic is effectively diagnosis the HD as a result, the 

ratio of death decreases [13] and [14]. The 

Cleveland heart disease data set was used by 

various researchers [15] and [16] for the 

identification problem of HD. The machine 

learning predictive models need proper data for 

training and testing. The performance of machine 

learning model can be increased if balanced dataset 

is use for training and testing of the model. 

Furthermore, the model predictive capabilities can 

improve by using proper and related features from 

the data. Therefore, data balancing and feature 

selection is significantly important for model 

performance improvement. 

In order to improve the predictive 

capability of machine learning model data 

preprocessing is important for data standardization. 

Various Preprocessing techniques such removal of 

missing feature value instances from the dataset, 

Standard Scalar (SS), Min-Max Scalar etc. The 

feature extraction and selection techniques are also 

improve model performance. Various feature 

selection techniques are mostly used for important 

feature selection such as, Least-absolute-shrinkage-

selection-operator (LASSO), Relief, Minimal-

Redundancy-Maximal-Relevance (MRMR), Local-

learning-based-features-selection (LLBFS), 

Principle component Analysis (PCA), Greedy 

Algorithm (GA), and optimization methods, such 

as Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), fruit fly 

optimization (FFO), Bacterial Foraging 

Optimization (BFO) etc. Similarly Yun et al. [17] 

presented different techniques for different type of 

feature selection, such as feature selection for high-

dimensional small sample size data, large-scale 

data, and secure feature selection. They also 

discussed some important topics for feature 

selection have emerged, such as stable feature 

selection, multi-view feature selection, distributed 

feature selection, multi-label feature selection, 

online feature selection, and adversarial feature 

selection. Jundong et al. [18] discussed the 

challenges of feature selection (FS) for big data. It 

is necessary to decrease the dimensionality of data 

for various learning tasks due to the curse of 

dimensionality. Feature selection has great 

influence in numerous applications such as 

building simpler, increasing learning performance, 

creating clean and understandable data. The feature 

selection from big data is challenging job and 

create big problems because big data has many 

dimensions. Further, challenges of feature selection 

for structured, heterogeneous and streaming data as 

well as its scalability and stability issues. For big 

data analytics challenges of feature selection is 

very important to resolve. In [19] designed 

unsupervised hashing scheme, called topic hyper 

graph hashing, to report the limitations. Topic 

hyper graph hashing effectively mitigates the 

semantic shortage of hashing codes by exploiting 

auxiliary texts around images. The proposed Topic 

hyper graph hashing can achieve superior 

performance equalled with numerous state-of-the 

art approaches, and it is more appropriate for 

mobile image retrieval. The feature selection 

algorithms are classified into three types such as 

filter based, wrapper based and embedded based. 

All these feature selection mechanisms have some 

advantages and limitations in certain cases. The 

filter based method measures the relevance of a 

feature by correlation with the dependent variable 

while the wrapper feature selection algorithm 

measure the usefulness of a subset of features by 

actually training the classifier on it. The filter 

method is less computationally complex than 

wrapper method. The feature set selected by the 

filter is general and can be applied to any model 

and it is independent of a specific model. 

In feature selection global relevance is of 

greater importance. On another hand suitable 

machine learning model is necessary for good 

results. Obviously, a good machine learning model 

is a model that not only performs well on data seen 

during training (else a machine learning model 

could simply learn the training data), but also on 

unseen data [20]. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The performance of machine learning 

model can be increased if balanced dataset is use 

for training and testing of the model. Furthermore, 

the model predictive capabilities can improve by 

using proper and related features from the data. 

Therefore, data balancing and feature selection is 

significantly important for model performance 

improvement. In literature various diagnosis 

techniques have been proposed by various 

researchers, however these techniques are not 

effectively diagnosis HD. In order to improve the 

predictive capability of machine learning model 

data preprocessing is important for data 

standardization. Various Preprocessing techniques 

such removal of missing feature value instances 
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from the dataset, Standard Scalar (SS), Min-Max 

Scalar etc. The feature extraction and selection 

techniques are also improve model performance. 

Various feature selection techniques are mostly 

used for important feature selection such as, Least-

absolute-shrinkage-selection-operator (LASSO), 

Relief, Minimal-Redundancy-Maximal-Relevance 

(MRMR), Local-learning-based-features-selection 

(LLBFS), Principle component Analysis (PCA), 

Greedy Algorithm (GA), and optimization 

methods, such as Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), 

fruit fly optimization (FFO), Bacterial Foraging 

Optimization (BFO) etc. 

Similarly Yun et al. presented different 

techniques for different type of feature selection, 

such as feature selection for high-dimensional 

small sample size data, large-scale data, and secure 

feature selection. They also discussed some 

important topics for feature selection have 

emerged, such as stable feature selection, multi-

view feature selection, distributed feature selection, 

multi-label feature selection, online feature 

selection, and adversarial feature selection.  

Feature selection has great influence in 

numerous applications such as building simpler, 

increasing learning performance, creating clean and 

understandable data. The feature selection from big 

data is challenging job and create big problems 

because big data has many dimensions. Further, 

challenges of feature selection for structured, 

heterogeneous and streaming data as well as its 

scalability and stability issues. 

For big data analytics challenges of 

feature selection is very important to resolve. In 

[15] designed unsupervised hashing scheme, called 

topic hyper graph hashing, to report the limitations. 

Topic hyper graph hashing effectively mitigates the 

semantic shortage of hashing codes by exploiting 

auxiliary texts around images. The proposed Topic 

hyper graph hashing can achieve superior 

performance equalled with numerous state-of-the-

art approaches, and it is more appropriate for 

mobile image retrieval. The feature selection 

algorithms are classified into three types such as 

filter based, wrapper based and embedded based. 

All these feature selection mechanisms have some 

advantages and limitations in certain cases. The 

filter based 

Method measures the relevance of a 

feature by correlation with the dependent variable 

while the wrapper feature selection algorithm 

measure the usefulness of a subset of features by 

actually training the classifier on it. The filter 

method is less computationally complex than 

wrapper method. The feature set selected by the 

filter is general and can be applied to any model 

and it is independent of a specific model. In feature 

selection global relevance is of greater importance. 

On another hand suitable machine 

learning model is necessary for good results. 

Obviously, a good machine learning model is a 

model that not only performs well on data seen 

during training (else a machine learning model 

could simply learn the training data), but also on 

unseen data. To evaluate all classifiers on data and 

find that they get, on average, 50% of the cases 

right [16]. Furthermore, appropriate cross 

validation techniques and performance evaluation 

metrics are critical necessary for a model when 

model is train and test on dataset. 

 

2.1 Machine Learning Algorithms 

Classification can be described as a 

supervised learning algorithm in the Machine 

learning process. It assigns class labels to data 

objects based on prior knowledge of class which 

the data records belong. It is a Data mining 

technique, has made it possible to co-design and 

co-develop software and hardware, and hence, such 

components. However, integration deals with 

knowledge extraction from database records and 

prediction of class label from unknown data set of 

records. In classification a given set of data records 

is divided into training and test data sets. The 

training data set is used in building the 

classification model, while the test data record is 

used in validating the model. The model is used to 

classify and predict new set of data records that is 

different from both the training and test dataset. 

Supervised learning algorithm (like classification) 

is preferred to unsupervised learning algorithm 

(like clustering) because its prior knowledge of the 

class labels of data records makes feature/attribute 

selection easy and this leads to good 

prediction/classification accuracy. 

Some of the common classification 

algorithms used in Data mining and decision 

support systems are: Neural networks, Logistic 

regression, Decision tree etc. Among these 

classification algorithms Decision tree algorithms 

is the most commonly used because it is easy to 

understand and cheap to implement. It provides a 

modeling technique that is easy for human to 

comprehend and simplifies the classification 

process. Most Decision tree algorithms can be 

implemented in both serial and parallel form while 

others can only be implemented in either serial or 

parallel form. Parallel implementation of decision 

tree algorithms is desirable inorder to ensure fast 

generation of results especially with the 

classification/prediction of large data sets; it also 

exploits the underlying computer architecture. But 
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serial implementation of decision algorithm is easy 

to implement and desirable when small-medium 

data sets are involved. 

 

S. Ambekar and R. Phalnikar [21] heart 

disease prediction on the basis of the dataset with 

help of Naïve bayes and KNN algorithm. To extend 

this work, we propose the disease risk prediction 

using structured data. We use convolutional neural 

network based unimodal disease risk prediction 

algorithm. The prediction accuracy of CNN-UDRP 

algorithm reaches more than 65%.  

 

G. Suseendran et al. [22] develops a 

novel diagnostic system. In this paper many kinds 

of heart disease and symptoms responsible for that 

were discussed. In this paper initially heart local 

binary pattern and PCA have been used along with 

artificial neural network for heart disease 

prediction. Where LBP and PCA are for feature 

extraction and feature set size reduction and neural 

network for classification and verifying accuracy of 

the system. The complete prediction systems have 

been developed with Matlab tool and predict 

almost 95% of heart problems.  

 

P. Ramprakash et al. [23] developed a 

framework in this exploration that can understand 

the principles of predicting the risk profile of 

patients with the clinical data parameters. The 

proposed model is constructed using Deep Neural 

Network and χ 
2
 -statistical model. The problem of 

under fitting and over fitting is eliminated. This 

model shows better results on both the testing and 

training data. DNN and ANN were used to analyse 

the efficiency of the model which accurately 

predicts the presence or absence of heart disease.  

 

S. Bhoyar et al. [24] proposed a Neural 

Networks model using a Multilayer Perceptron 

(MLP) is proposed for the prediction system. 

Experimental analysis resulted in an accuracy of 

85.71% for UCI Heart Disease dataset and 87.30% 

for Cardiovascular Disease dataset. When 

compared to previous research the increase in 

accuracy was approximately 12-13%. A simple 

web application tool is also developed using python 

programming to test the prediction system. This 

research works towards making a comprehensible 

tool for medical professionals as well as common 

people. 

 

F. Tasnim and S. U. Habiba [25] 

proposed data mining classification techniques i.e. 

Naive Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine 

(SVM), k-nearest neighbors' (k-NN), Decision Tree 

(DT), Neural Network (NN), Logistic Regression 

(LR), Random Forest (RF), Gradient Boosting are 

proposed to predict the probability of the coronary 

heart disease. In the present world, researchers are 

trying heart and soul to make advancements in the 

smart health care system. An automated system 

predicting the risk of heart disease may be added as 

a great achievement. This work of predicting heart 

disease is evaluated using the dataset from the UCI 

machine learning repository. The feature selection 

method enhances the performance of traditional 

machine learning algorithms. Among the 

classification algorithms, Random Forest (RF) 

algorithm with PCA has given the best accuracy of 

92.85% for heart disease classification. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 
The various heart disease prediction 

techniques are discussed and analyzed in this 

paper. The data mining techniques used to predict 

heart diseases are discussed here. Heart disease is a 

mortal disease by its nature. This disease makes 

several problems such as heart attack and death. In 

the medical domain, the significance of data 

mining is perceived. Various steps are taken to 

apply pertinent techniques in the disease prediction. 

The research works with effective techniques that 

are done by different researchers were studied in 

this paper. 

From the comparative study we can conclude that 

Neural Network technique is an efficient method 

for predicting heart disease. It gives good accuracy. 
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